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Summary 

One of the several principles applicable to the problem of detecting rotation 

in inertial space is that of the vibrating tuning fork. In this report all 

conceivable forms of output signals obtainable from the tuning fork as a 

rotation sensor are exhibited systematically. Besides the commonly used 

Corio lis-effect the frequency shift produced by rotation is noteworthy as 

a possibly useful phenomenon. 
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SENSING INERTIAL ROTATION WITH TUNING FORKS 

I. Introduction 

P.J. Jeuken, C. Huber, C.E. Mulders 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

Department of Electrical Engineering 

Eindhoven, Netherlands 

For navigation, guidance, and attitude control of vehicles that do not 

rely on solid media for their support and locomotion one requires spe

cial directional sensors. The gyroscope is very useful for this purpose 

and is extensively used in marine, air, and space craft. It is capable 

of keeping a fixed direction or sensing a change of direction ~ith res

pect to ubiquitous inertial space. 

Although up to no~ almost exclusively the spinning ~heel has been used 

in practical directional sensors, there are several other principles 

upon ~hich to base such sensors. One of these principles is the use of 

vibrating bodies, especially the vibrating tuning fork. 

Usually one exploits the alternating torque generated in the handle of a 

vibrating fork turning around its symmetry axis. In this report ~e ~ill 

exhibit all the possible forms of output signals obtainable, ~hether 

they be useful or not, with some extra emphasis on the phenomenon of 

frequency-shift produced by the rotation. 

In a later report ~e intend to describe a test set-up designed to pro

duce a frequency difference directly proportional to the input angular 

velocity of the device. Finally we hope to be able to report on a digi

tal output data processor and possibly a servo-loop goniometer employing 

tuning forks. These devices produce direct digital outputs and they can 

thus be placed in one line ~ith such sensors as the laser gyrometer and 

the vibrating string accelerometer. 

When perusing this present report it ~ill be of great help to study the 

table of contents first. The subdivisions have been arranged strictly 

adhering to a rigid system in order to bring out the analogy existing 

between the various sets of conditions. 
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2. Basic equations of tuning fork motion. 

In fig. 2.1.-1. we find a coordinate system x'y'z' at rest, and a 

coordinate system x y z in motion. 

z· 

y 

, 
y 

Fig. 2.1.-1. Coordinate systems: x'y'z' at rest, 

x y z in motion. 

The vector R marks the location of the origin of the x y z-system 

in the x'y'z'-system. The vector r locates a point P in the moving 

system x y z. The vector n defines the magnitude and sense of the 

angular rotation rate of the x y z-system. 

The following relation exists between the kinematic variables: 

..:.:. ..... - - -- -- -
aabs = R+(nxr)+nx(nxr)+2(nxvrel)+arel 2.1.-(1) 

where 

a abs = acceleration of P with respect to the inertial system x'y'z' 

r = 

velocity } of 

acceleration 

P with respect to "the moving system 
x y z 

The absolute acceleration a can be broken down into five separate 
abs 

components: 

a) R = translation acceleration of P due to translation acceleration 

of x y z 

b) nxr = trajectory accel. of P due to rotary accel. of x y z. 

c) nx(nxr) = centripetal accel. of P due to rotation rate of x y z. 
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d) 2 (rixV 1) re 
Corio1is acce1. of P. It only arises when P moves 

with respect to x y z in a direction not parallel 

to il. 

e) are1 = relative acce1. of P with respect to x y z. 

In the inertial system x'y'z' the second law of Newton holds: 

F = m.a abs 2.1.-(2) 

where F is the sum of all forces acting on mass m. These can be gra

vitational, electric, reaction forces, etc. 

From eq. 2.1.-(1) and 2.1.-(2) it follows that 

m Ii 1 = F-niR-m(nxr)-niil(iixr)-2m(OxV 1) re re 2.1.-(3) 

The term -mnx(nxr) represents the centrifugal force, the term 

-2m(nxv 1) the Corio lis force, whereas the terms -niR and -m(nxr) re 
stand for the purely translational acceleration forces. 

We shall place a tuning fork into the moving coordinate system x y z 

as is shown in fig. 2.2.-1. 

Y 

z 
Fig. 2.2.-1. The tuning fork 

in the moving coordinate 

system. 

y 

z 

Fig. 2.2.-2. The tuning fork 

represented by a system of masses 

and springs. 

The tuning fork can be regarded as a system of spr~ngs and masses 

in which two equal points of mass are able to oscillate independaht-

ly. 
axIS 

Excursions in the direction of the x-asix are governed by springs 

with stiffness S , and y-excursions by springs with S • whereas 
x y 
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excursions in the z-direction shall be assumed completely suppressed. 

The coordinates of mass I shall be (xI'YI)' those of mass 2 (-x2'-Y2)' 

With springs relaxed these coordinates are denoted as (X ,0) and 
o 

We shall now set up the motion equations of mass I and 2 with res

pect to the moving coordinate system x Y z. 

The force F acting on the masses consists of the ~pring force F and 
s 

probably a gravitational force F • Noweq. 2.1.-(3) can be rewritten 
g 

as: 

2.2.-(1) 

We assume Q to be pointing in the z-direction, thus being always or

thogonal to rand vrel ' r being the vector sum of xI and YI resp. 

x2 and Y2 and vrel the first time derivative of r. 

-The x and y components of F - mR shall be called F and F , and 
g x y 

both can be arbitrary functions of time. 

Now it is possible to write out the x and y components of m a rel 
by consulting eq. 2.2.-(1). 

For mass I: 

rnXI = 

my I 

For mass 2: 

rnX2 

mY2 = 

2 • 
S (X -xl)+F +mQYI+mQ xl+2mQYI x 0 x. 2 • 
Sy< -YI)+Fy-mQXI+mQ YI-2mQx I 

2 
S (X -x2)-F +mQy2+mQ x2+2mQY2 

x 0 x. 2 • 
Sy( -Y2)+Fy-mQX2+mQ Y2-2mQx2 

2.2.-(2) 

2.2.-(3) 

2.2.-(4) 

2.2.-(5) 

These equations of motion express a function of the rotation rate 

Q. In the paragraphs 3. and 4. it will be shown how Q can be determined 

from the oscillations of the tuning fork. 

3. X-forks 

By the term "x-fork" we shall mean those forks with which only the (na

tural) oscillations in the direction of the x-axis are of importance. 

We s·hall assume that oscillations in the y-direction do not exist (e. g. 

by assuming S + 00 or S »S) so that we find YI = 0 and YI = O. 
Y Y x 

The equations of motion given by eq. 2.2.-(2) and 2.2.-(4) noW take on 

the following form: 
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rnXl 

rox 

= s (X -x 1) + F + m 
x 0 x 

s (X -x
2

) - F + m x 0 X 

3.-(1) 

3.-(2) 

These equations will now be examined for a few special cases. 

Here the x-component of F - m R is zero (F = 0). Eq. 3.-(1) be-
g x 

comes: 

3.1.-(1) 

The motion equation of mass 2 is, except for the indices, identical 

so that we can confine ourselves to one of the masses. In this case 

it will be sufficient that the "fork" have only one prong. 

3.1.1. Constant rotation rate. 

When the rotation rate Q is a constant, eq. 3.1.-(1) becomes an 

inhomogenious linear differential equation with constant coeffi

cients: 

•• ( 2) s X 
fiX 1 + Sx-mn xl = x 0 

For mn2 < s the solution is 
x 

s X 
x 0 

S -m~l x 

js _mQ2' 
+ X sin ( x • t _ m +1/'). 

The mass will oscillate around an equilibrium point 

~= 

s X 
x 0 

S _mn 2 
x 

with a frequency 

3.1.1.-(1) 

3.1.1.-(2) 

3.1.1.-(3) 

As well the equilibrium point as the frequency of this oscillation 

are functions of the rotation rate n. 

3.1.1.1. Equilibrium point fork. 

By rearranging eq. 3.1.1.-(2) we can write: 

3.1.1.1.-(1) 
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Here 

/Sx /m = Wx 3.1.1.1.-(2) 

represents 2n times the natural frequency of the fork at rest 

(0 = 0). Thus: 

= w /1 _ Xo ' 
x "b . 3.1.1.1.-(3) 

By measuring the equilibrium point location ~ we can get to 

know the value, though not the sign, of the rotation rate 0 

of the fork with respect to inertial space. 

3.1.1.2. Frequency fork. 

According to eq. 3.1.1.-(3) the natural frequency of the fork is 

a function of O. 

With r;;;; = w we find: V~x'u. x 

f = _1_ /w2 _ 02' 
b 2n x 

3.1.1.2.-(1) 

This relation is graphically represented in fig. 3.1.1.2.-1. 

1 
t 

0,5 

1 0,5 0,5 

Fig. 3.1.1.2.-1. Fork frequency 

inertial input 

The frequency decrease is determined by 

f',f = Wx __ 1_ r:F7' 
b 2n 2n" Wx -.. • 

From this it follows that 

If we find f',fb we can compute 101. 

- 8 -
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3.1.1.2.-(2) 
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3.1.2. Non-constant rotation rate; force fork. 

Equation 3.1.-(1) can no longer be solved as 1n 3.1.1. when n is 

an arbitrary time function. The only way we can proceed now is to 

apply a force FI to mass ml so as to keep it in its place, main

taining xI = Xo and thus xI = O. This force is directed towards 

the center (x = 0). 

Eq. 3.1.-(1) becomes 

3.1.2.-(1) 

and Yields{"""F;' 

Inl = V mY::. 
o 

3.1.2.-(2) 

By measuring FI we can determine the magnitude though not the 

sign of n. (See also final remark under 3.2.2.). 

The term F appearing in eq. 3.-(1) can be eliminated by adding tox 
gether eqs. 3.-(1) and 3.-(2). Then we find, 

x +x 
2m (I 2) = 2S (X 

2 x 0 
3.2.-(1) 

This differential equation is very similar to eq. 3.1.-(1); instead 

of xI and xI we now have the mean values (x l+x2)/2 and (x l+x2)/2. 

If in the presence of gravitation or acceleration we no longer use 

xI but (x l +x
2
)/2 we can determine the absolute value of rotation rate 

in exactly the same way as shown in paragraph 3.1. 

3.2.1. Constant rotation rate. 

In analogy to eq. 3.1.1.-(1) it appears that 

= 
s X 

x 0 

S _mn2 
x 

+ g sin (fix:
mn2

: t +If). 

3.2.1.1. Equilibrium point fork. 

3.2.1.-(1) 

We measure the equilibrium point xI 2 of the mean value (x l +x2)/2. , 
Then n follows as 

= Wx / __ Xo I 

xI 2 , 

- 9 -
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3.2.1.2. Frequency fork 

The frequency decrease ~fb is equal to that of eq. 3.1.1.2.-(2). 

Thus we find again, ,...--=-......:...------. 
Inl = vf4nWx·6fb - 3.2.1.2.-(1) 

3.2.2. Non-constant rotation rate; force fork. 

Like under 3.1.2. we have to keep the fork masses in their place, 

thus keeping (x l +x2)/2 = Xo and (x l +x2)/2 = O. One way to achieve 

this is to interconnect the masses 1 and 2 by a little rod of 

negligible mass which has a length of 2X • The stressing force 
o 

F . 1,2 is the relevant magnitude to be determined. 

From 3.2.-(1) follows 

3.2.2.-(1) 

so that 

Inl =/ ~,2i 
o 

3.2.2.-(2) 

Of course we can no longer consider this arrangement a tuning fork. 

However, as stated in the introduction, we are aiming at a com

plete exposition of all possible output signals, and the centrifu

gal force F1,2 is one of them. 

The arrangements described under 3.1. and 3.2. have two disadvan

tages: 

I. Sensitivity is very low at low rotation rates, 

2. The sign of the rotation rate is not detected. 

Both properties are caused by the square law involved. 

These difficulties can be evaded by taking two identical forks 

and giving them equal but opposite bias rotation n . Thus their o 
total rotation rate with respect to inertial space will be n + n 

o 
and -n + n respectively (see fig. 3.3.-1). 

o 
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y 

x 

Fig. 3.3.-1. Two counter-rotating tuning forks 

(XI and xII signify the momentary distance between the correlated 

masses.) 

We can find the differential equation for xI by substituting xI 

for x
I
+x2 and 0+0

0 
for 0 in eq. 3.2.-(1). We get 

rnXI = 8x (2Xo-xI ) 

and accordingly 

3.3.1. Constant rotation rate. 

From eqs. 3.3.-(1) and 3.3.-(2) follows 

28 X 

sin(jw; 
X 0 + - -(0 +0)2 xI = 

8 -m(0 +0)2 
xI 0 

X 0 

28 X X 0 + - sin(/w; 
2 

XII = -(0 -0) 2 XII 0 8 -m(O -0) X 0 

3.3.-(1) 

3.3.-(2) 

, 
• t+!fI) 3.3.1.-(1) 

• 
.t+\fII) 3.3.1.-(2) 

XI and XII thus represent oscillations around different points 

of equilibrium and with different frequencies. 

3.3.1.1. Equilibrium point forks. 

The difference between the equilibrium points of XI and XII 

shall be called XI-XII' Then 
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28 X 28 X x 0 x 0 
xI-xII = 2 8 -m(1) +1)2 8 -m(1) -I) 

X 0 X 0 

3.3.1.1.-(1) 

If 1)« I) then 
0 

8(21) X 
= 

X 0 0 
• I) xI-xII 

(w2_1)2)2 
X 0 

3.3.1.1.-(2) 

The bias rotation makes the forks more sensitive and also 

enables us to determine the sign of I). 

If we measure xI-XII we can compute the rotation rate I), for: 

I) = 

3.3.1.2. Frequency forks. 

2 (w -
x 3.3.1.1.-(3) 

The frequency difference between the oscillations of the counter

rotating forks can be gathered from 3.3.1., namely 

2' 1 j 2 
(I) -I) - - w 

o 27T X 

41) I) 
o 

- (I) +1)2' 
o 

-21) I)-I) 

--;;-2 ...:;0'0
2 
-) • 

w -I) 
X 0 

3.3.1.2.-(1) 

2 2 
« 21) I) «w - I) the term between brackets below the 

o X 0 

fraction stroke assumes the value 2. Thus ~f becomes 

I) • 3.3.1.2.-(2) 

The inertial rotation rate I) of the system as depicted in fig. 

3.3.-1 then is found by 

lfjw~ - 2 i 
I) 

I) = 0 
Ain,I 3.3.1.2.-(3) 

I) 
0 

It may be noted here that by employing the phase difference 

'II I between XII and XI instead of the frequency difference we , 
can make a measurement of the inertial angle a by which the sys-

tem has turned. 
- 12 -



Since 

3.3.1.2.-(4) 

we have 

a = jrldt = 3.3.1.2.-(5) 

3.3.2. Non-constant rotation rate; force forks. 

4. Y-forks 

We fix rods of negligible mass and length 2X between the masses 
o 

I and 2 and between the masses 3 and 4. Then the stressing forces 

1n these rods will be 

3.3.2.-(1) 

The force difference becomes 

F - Fn = 4mr1 X .rI r o 0 
3.3.2.-(2) 

so that 

rI 
Fr-Fn 

= 4mrl X o 0 

3.3.2.-(3) 

We shall use the term "y-fork" to denote a fork with which the natural 

oscillation in the x-direction (see fig. 2.2.-2) is given whereas the 

oscillations to be studied are those in the y-direction. They can arise 

e.g. from Coriolis-forces. 

The equations of motion of mass I and 2 in the y-direction are given by 
2 eqs. 2.2.-(3) and 2.2.-(5). If we assume mrI «8 (thus the inertial 

y 
rotation rate rI much smaller than the natural circular frequency Wy of 

the prongs in the y-direction) then the equations of motion simplify to: 

my I = -S y'Yl + F - mrlx - 2mr1X I 4.-(1) y I 

mY2 = -8 y'Y2 - F - mrlx - 2mr1x2 
4. - (2) 

y 2 

The oscillation in the x-direction, which corresponds to the natural 

oscillation of a tuning fork (cf. eq. 3.1.1.1.-(2», will be assumed 

to be always given by 

xI = X + x sin (w t + Ifx) 4.-(3) 
0 0 x 

x2 = X + x sin (w t + If ) 4.-(4) 
0 0 x x 

- 13-



x • w • and ID shall be independant of time. o x TX 

From eqs. 4.-(1) 4.-(4) it follows that 

-8 YI+F -mO{X +x .sin(w t+~ }}-ZmOx w cos(w t+~ ) 
Y Y 0 0 X Ix 0 x X I X 

= -8 YZ-F -mO{X +x • sinew t+!p. ) }-2mnl< w cos (w t+1f ) 
Y Y 00 x x ox x x 

4.-(5) 

4.-(6) 

We shall study these differential equations for a number of special cases. 

The y-component of F - mR (see eq. Z.2.-(I) and associated text) 
- g 

is zero (F = 0). The equations of motion now become 
Y 

myl=-S YZ-mO{X +x .sin(w t+lD)}-zmOx w cos(w t+<p,) 4.1.-(1) 
Y 0 0 x lx 0 X X x 

my2=-S YZ-mO{X +x .sin(w t+w )}-zmOx w cos(w t+~) 4.1.-(Z) 
. Y 0 0 x Ix 0 x x x 

But for the index of y both equations are identical. We shall now 

only use the first one. The "fork" needs to have but one tine. 

4.1.1. Constant rotation rate. 

Change of rotation rate 0 being zero eq. 4.1.-(1) becomes 

my I = -S YI - ZmQx w cos(w t+~ ) • 
Y 0 x x Ix 4.1.1.-(1) 

Introducing the transverse resonant frequency of the tine 

w = I!; 
y if n:-

and rearranging we find 

YI + W;YI = -ZOxowxcos(wxt+~x)' 
The solution of this differential equation is 

ZOx w 
o x 

Z Z w -w 
x Y 

• cos (w t+W ). 
x rx 

4.1.1.-(Z) 

4.1.1.-(3) 

4.1.1.-(4) 

The first term represents the natural oscillation of mass 1 in 

the y-direction. In the presence of damping these will abate with 

time so that we are left with only the second term: 

Zx w ox 
2 Z 

w -w x y 

• cos (w t+ lD ) • 
X lx 

- 14 -
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4.1.1.1. Excursion amplitude fork. 

The excursion amplitude of mass 

ken from eq. 4.1.1.-(5) to be 

and 

Y = rl 
I 

2x w 
o x 

2 2 
w -w 

x y 

2 2 
w -w 
x Y 
2w 

x 

in the y-direction can be ta-

4.1.1.1.-(1) 

4.1.1.1.-(2) 

If we measure YI we know magnitude and sign of rl.The determina

tion of the sign of YI' however, is necessary. It is related 

to x in the following way: o 
From eqs. 4.-(3),4.1.1.-(5), and 4.1.1.1.-(1) the trajectory 

of mass I 1n the moving coordinate system will be elliptical: 

x -x (l 0)2 
x 

o 

" + 11.\ 

y 

4.1.1.1.-(3) 

sense of circu.l.al ion 
/ = sense of$? 

--- -----::;,:~.-... "'.~ 
/". . ...... . 

~4-+---+---4---~-----X 
1\. Xo 

" -\)',1-

Fig. 4.1.1.1.-1. Trajectory of mass I of the rotating 

tuning fork.· 

The amplitude in the x-direction was assumed constant and the 

amplitude in the y-direction is directly proportional to rl. 

The sense in which mass I traverses the ellipse depends on the 

sign of the inertial rotation rate rl. 

4.1.1.2. Torque amplitude fork. 

The mass of the tine oscillating to and fro along the x-axis 

demands a torque from the stem of the rotating fork. This tor

que is transmitted by means of the stiffness S : 
y 
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M =-S Y x =-S I y I I y 

2flx w 
o x 

2 2 w -w 
x y 

cos(w tHb ){X +x sin(w t+<p. )} 
x fx 0 0 x x 

-S 
Y 

2mllx w ox 
2 2 

w -w 
y x 

2 w X cos (w t+/D ) 
Y 0 X lX 

Rewriting the last two lines yields 

- 2 
MI I-(w /w ) 

fl x ::t: 
= x 2mX w 

0 o X 

A 

4.1.1.2.-(1) 

4.1.1.2.-(2) 

4.1.I.Z.-(3) 

The amplitde MI of the alternating torque is directly proportional 

to the inertial rotation rate fl. As with the excursion amplitude 
A 

fork YI had to be related to xo ' so here MI has to be related to 

X too to get the proper sign of fl. 
o 

4.1.2. Non-constant rotation rate; torque fork. 

In this situation eq. 4.1.-(1) has no simple solution as the coef

ficients are no longer constant. We shall apply a force to mass 

I so as to keep YI = YI = 0, e.g, by choosing a very large Sy. 

Then the torque transmitted via the stem is 

MI={Zmllx w cos(w t+lb )+mflX +mflx sinew t+fD )}{X +x sin(w t+If!)} 
o X X lx 0 0 x IX 0 0 x x 

= 2mflx w cos (w t+ID ) 
o x xIx 
• 

+ 2mllx X sin(w t+tp. ) 
o 0 x x 

+~(X2+!x2) 
o 0 

+mlJ
2X2 w sin(Zw t+ZlD ) 

o X x Tx 

_!~x2 cos(2w t+2lD ) 
o x Tx 

4.1.2.-(1) 
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The first term displays an amplitude directly proportional to n. 

It is this term that we wish to use. By transmitting MI through 

a narrow band-pass filter with centre frequency w /2n we elimi-
x 

nate all but the first two terms (those with w ). 
x 

If in addition we can assume that 

2mnx X 
o 0 

« 2mnx X w 
o 0 x 

« W 
x 

or 

4. 1.2.-(2) 

then indeed only the first term will be left. We shall call it 

M'I 2mnx X w . cos (w t+'f ) o 0 x x x 

Mj cos (wxt+tp x). 

From this we get 

M' 
I 

11 == ~ 
x 

o 
2mX w 

o x 

4.1.2.-(3) 

4.1.2.-(4) 

which is the desired linear relation. As before, Mj/Xo has to be 

determined in order to receive information about the sign of n. 

In practical designs the abovementioned narrow band-pass is often 

effected by mounting the stem of the fork on an angular resonant 

structure. 

By adding together eqs. 4.-(5) and 4.-(6) the term F is eliminated. 
y 

" +" YI Y2 
2m 2 

YI+Y2 
= -28:---'-;;--'" -2mn{X +x sin(w t+'P )} 

y 2 0 0 x x 

-4mnx w cos (w t+1/> ). 
o x x Ix 

4.2.-(1) 

This differential equation corresponds exactly with eq. 4.1.-(1) 

except for YI and YI which have been replaced by (YI+YZ)/2 and 

(YI+Y2)/2 respectively. If we measure these mean values instead 

of YI and YI we can follow the same methods as under 4.1. 

4.2.1. Constant rotation rate. 

Quite in analogy with eq. 4.1.1.-(5) we find here: 

= 
2nx w ox 

2 2 w -w 
x Y 

cos(w t+ID ). x lx 

- 17 -

4.2.1.-(1) 



4.2.1.1. Excursion amplitude fork. 

If we introduce the following symbol for the mean amplitude 

4.2.1.1.-(1) 

then eq. 4.2.1.-(1), just like eq. 4.1.1.-(5), will give 

and 

2x 
o 

w 
x 
2 

-w 
Y 

2 w x 
2 

- w 
Y 

4.2.1.1.-(2) 

4.2.1.1.-(3) 

Here, too, the inertial rotation rate Q of the stem of the fork 

can be determined from the mean amplitude YI 2 related with the , 
natural oscillation amplitude x (cf. remarks around fig. 

o 
4.1.1.1.-1.) • 

4.2.1.2. Torque amplitude fork. 

For ~he total torque MI ,2 that is exerted on mass I and 2 by 

the stem the following expression can be written (cf. eq. 

4.1.1.2.-(1)): 

MI ,2 = -8yYlxl-8yY2x2 

y +Y2 
= -28 ( 12 ){x +x sinew t+lD )} 

Y 0 0 x lx • 

With x «X: 

From 

Q 

o 0 

2 = -2mw 
y 

2Qx w 
i/ ~ X cos(w t+'f ) o X x 

W -w 
x Y 

MI 2 cos (w t+'f' ). , x x 

this 

2 
MI 2 I-(w /w ) 

- , x y 
--~- • x 4mX w 

0 o x 

4.2.1.2.-(1) 

4.2.1.2.-(2) 

4.2.1.2.-(3) 

This result can be compared with eq. 4.1.1.2.-(3) along with 

the remarks made there. 
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4.2.2. Non-constant rotation rate; torque fork. 

The stiffness S has to be made very large. Then the total torque 
y 

exerted on mass I and 2 by the stern of the fork becomes: 

. {4rnnx w cos (w t+<f ) 
o X x x 

+ 2mn [X +x sin(w t+'f )]} 
o 0 x x 

.{X +x sin(w t+tD )}. 
o 0 x lx 4.2.2.-(1) 

This torque is exactly twice the torque from eq. 4.1.2.-(1). 

The signal can be treated exactly as explained under 4.1.2., i.e. 

restricted to n/n « Wx and filtered around wx ' so that there 

remains 

Mj 2 = 4mnx X w • cos (w t+1D ) 
o 0 x X TX , 

= MIl 2 cos (w t+tp. ). , x x 

From this 

Mj 2 
n=~ 

x 
o 

4mX w o x 

4.2.2.-(2) 

4.2.2.-(3) 

This is the formula to be used with the conventional design tuning 

forks. 

5. Systematic survey of X- and Y-forks. 

Here follow a list of the chief symbols used in the formulas as well as 

tables with all the formulas systematically arranged and written expli

cit in the inertial rotation rate n. The tuning fork is idealized as 

shown in fig. 5.-1. 

y 

Fig. 5.-1. The tuning fork as a system of masses and springs. 
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(l 

(l 
0 

xI' x2 
x3 ' x4 
X 

0 

X 
0 

Y I' Y2_ 
X, y, M etc. 

F 
X 

F 
Y 

MI 

MI 2 , 
M' I 
Mj 2 , 
S 

X 

S 
Y 

"'x 

"'y 
m 

= inertial rotation rate 

= bias-rotation rate of pair of forks 

= coordinates of mass and 2 as function of time 

= coordinates of mass 3 and 4 with paired forks 

= coordinates of all masses with fork at rest 

= coordinates of oscillating masses 

coordinates of masses due to Coriolis effect 

= amplitudes of the respective variables 

=} {aCCeleration forces due to gravity or 

= lateral system accelerations 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

torque on fork stem due to Coriolis effect (mass I) 

combined Corio lis torques of mass I and 2 

as MI but approximated for linearization 

as MI 2 but approximated for linearization , 
equivalent stiffness of tine in x-axis 

equivalent stiffness of tine in y-axis 

=} {CirCUlar natural tine resonant 

= in the x resp. y direction 

equivalent mass of tine 

frequencies 
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5.2. Tables of formulas 
5.2.1. X-forks (Sy» SX)' 

Cha.pter ASSlUllptions MagnituAe tD be me..sured. 

.. 3.1.1.1. F,,- 0 Xl> ~ equilibriwn point 
~ fqlLilibrium. Si! • ""nsl"C1MI.~ of x, 
~ 

poW fori< 2< Wx 
.~ 3.1.1.2.. F,,- 0 Afb "freql4enc.;j deere liSt 
'" F~uency fork Q ~ coost-a..t 

'" of x, 

~ 
!i2 < c.J. 

3.1.2. Fx= 0 F, = force on masl 1 dire.e. 
~ Force fer\( x,·Xo telt towQrds Drigin 

3.2.1J. 52" consr(Ul~ X"z ~ eqL<llibriu.M pail'll' 
] Equ.Wbriwn-

Q< c.J. ot x, ... x. 
point fork 2 

't5' 3.2.1.2. ~ • c.onsta>lt Afb = f-requenc.~ decrease 'a NeqUtI\C.y fork S?< w. of X, ... x. Cl. 

B :t 
3 3.2.2. x,+x. a X F;,2 = stressin~ force in 
~ Force fork rod. (f c 2X.) et", .. en. 
Lf. 2 0 ma.ss 1 _d. mas.> 2. 

J 3.3.1. 1. 
S?=conshmt 

XI 4.IId. Xn' equlUbrl<Un. 
Equilibrium. poLn.l's of XI a.nd. l<t 
point forks jxI " X,i-X.' Xl(" Xl + X,.) 

i 3.3.1.2. S? ~ c.onsb:Ln.t Llfl,1f = frequenc,Y cl.i(fe.r. 11 FrtquUltj' forks st«Z S?J? «I.I!-S?: ence between XI GrId. XI: § 

l 
3.3.2. X,iX. x.+x~ X 1"'r cwt t:r = sheSllll9 forteS 
Force forks -r lt 2 = 0 Ll1ihe. roc(.s betwee.1I. 

maSSU 1,2 t1"d. 3,4-

Cho.pce.r Asswnptiol'lS Magnitu.de to be rneO!o<O'eci 

] 4.1.1.1. Fy=O • • y, {cOMPlex ra/:IO 
E'xeUYSion amp' R ~ con~1:a.nt ic. • of OJIIpli~u.c{es 

~ llI:wie il>rk 

.~ 4.1.1.2. F.=O A r"mPltx 'I'Ilt-io of 
<I 8':orque. (IWle' !i . ~)tlul1.~ ...,...! = torqu" Ql'\d. e.lCcur, 

oS Litude. fer ~ « leo :r.ion a"'9U I:-u.d.es 
'3 

4.1.2. &=0 A' {COfI)P/tx ra!io of antplj, "-r 
Torq!.le. fork ~-oo ...,..!- ~ twIes of appro~ill1tl~ If ~7~ <.< c..'). • x. torque oIltti t~curSlon 

g) 4.2.1.1. Y,.2 \ as 4.1.1.1. e."'pt 
Excursion amp- S( = consco.l'lt -::::" ..,-.-. 

:§ Utud.., fork X. '1,.2 '" )"i >'2 
't;- 4.2.1.2. 52 = COl'lst-o.K.t- A {(lS 4.1.1.2. e.>!ce.pl 

1 Torque Qmp. 1,2 1\ ..........--

x.« X. x •• M,.z• M,-t M2 
~ 

utud.e fork 
4.2.2. Sy" 00 A,.2 fJ.s 4. f. 2. e.l<"ept 

~ Torque fork ~.j2 « c.J" 
_. AT _ -t", 

L£ k. M"t' M,+M. 
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rorl>\l1lQ for rota.tion .. a1:e. 

3.1.1.1. -(3) 

121= w" 11- X.' Xb 

3.1.1.2.-(3) 

121" j 411' W •. Afb - (21t Afb)2' 

3.1.2. -(2) 

ISCI= J F,f mX: 
3.2.1.1.-(1) 

121= w" /1-~ ,., 
3.2.1.2.-(1) 

J21=j4'1t'c.J,,·llfb - (21t fjfbi 

3.2.2.-(2) 

IQr~ VFt.2/mX~ 
3.3. H. -(2) 2 
52 X,-Xli ("",·_2:) = • 

X..... B<.l: 2. 
3.3.1.2.-(3) 

Q = (-rt J~ -2:'/ Q.) ·/lfr.r 
3.3.2.-(3) 
Q F, - F" 

= 1j:m~Xo 

Fonn..wx. for rohltion rate 

~ .. 1.1.f .• -(2),. ~ 
S? = 1:.. "'. - <.ly 

J(,. 2wx 

4.1.1.2.-(3) 
52= }.. 1_(c.J,jWy )2 

• ZmX w. 
4.1.2.-(4.) 
2- A~ 1 

- T' ZmX.Q, 
4.2.1.1.-(3) . ,.. 
2= ~. c.J. - c.Jy 

x. 2w. 
4-.2.1.?-(3) .(t ,NJi 
5(- M1.2. 1- t.J. GJ 

- ic. 4mX.wx 
4.2.2.-(3) 

• 1 Q = iI1'" • 
X'. 4mX.c.>. 



6. Final remarks 

A number of forks was considered under the assumption that Q is constant. 

This of course is only a theoretical requirement which in practical ap

plications can be reduced to the statement that Q should be "sufficient

ly constant". It was considered beyond the scope of this paper to 

examine this aspect for its range of validity and resulting errors. 

Also with a number of forks gravitation and other acceleration forces 

were considered absent if they were liable to cause errors. It is the 

scope of this enumeration to point out the theoretical principles with

out necessarily giving technical solutions. This especially holds for 

the question as to how to measure the required quantities (such as 

equilibrium point, frequency, force, torque). It is only assumed here 

that they ~ be measured. 

As already stated in the text the force forks considered under 3.1.2. 

and 3.2.2. actually degenerate beyond the point of representing a tuning 

fork. They really have become centrifugal force meters. 

All forks in the first instance give us information about the inertial 

rotation rate. If we, however, wish to know the inertial angle of ro

tation the output signal will have to be time-integrated. In the case 

of the pair of counter-rotating frequency-forks described under 3.3.1.2. 

the output signal is a frequency difference. Here integrating means 

nothing more than measuring the phase difference instead. 

This sensor system has a dimensionfree scale factor, converting iner

tial geometric radians into signal phase radians. 
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